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About This Game

This is the hardest, most challenging, horror puzzle game you will ever play.

30+ hours of sanity-testing puzzles over the course of 10 horror filled levels.

You are Kaetheran, an extremely powerful psionicist with a flair for cyberpunk style. You have awoken in a dank sewer without
your mind powers.

You must figure out how to escape the sewer without losing your life while the blood witch Annalinnia tries to make you insane.

Slowly regain your powers while you avoid tricks, traps, and terrifying sounds as your make your way to freedom.

Kaet Must Die! is a first person horror puzzle suspense game that pits you up against the clock in horror filled sewers and
mountain murder mazes. You must search for clues to reach the next levels in order to escape.

Each level is filled with heart-pounding excitement as you race to discover the way out before the lights go out, your sanity is
gone, and Annalinnia, the Blood Witch, comes for you!
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My favourite game on Snes & Megadrive just got updated. Brilliant memories.. Good game, nice art style, I liked it alot. Some
puzzles were challenging.. Came for the inspiring story behind the game, stayed to confirm I'm just as bad at math now as I was
in school.. enjoyed this.. Haven't been happy with this product since I first played it. For one it is far too linear. One thing that
made the original game special was that it wasn't at all linear. Second it's quite buggy at the point where you can softlock your
progress making it impossible to complete. Third it takes the La Mulana formula and turns it completely on it's head. Fourth
The bosses start off simple enough and become insanely difficult, the 4th and 8th Guardians are way harder then they should be
at that point and the 8th guardian is insanely difficult. Finally the game's puzzles are actually easier then they were in the first
game. The low amount of problem solving skill needed to complete the game was a disappointment.. can't change the keyboard
bindings totally kills the game. what the keys are set to who knows you will learn them by trial and error. be ready to die a lot
trying to figure out the keys. . glad i only paid three bucks for it cuz i could only handle about an hour of this game. .. cheaply
made game. pass on it.. This is a marginal thumbs up. What this game lacks in story, it makes up for in hidden object puzzles, of
which there are many. They run from medium to hard difficulty. Pretty much every HOP had at least one item that took me a
while to find.

There are also a variety of other types of puzzles which run from easy to really irritating. I dislike musical follow the sequence
puzzles, so I skipped that one. I found the "shoot the ship" puzzle to be irritating and it felt really out of place among the other
types of puzzles.

A few complaints:

* The game is not consistent about representing areas that you can interact with. There are several places where there should
have been a hand icon to indicate an interaction. Because it was missing, I ended up having to randomly click around until I
found the unmarked hot spot or used a hint.

* Areas that have been completed continue to sparkle, which can make it confusing about whether there's anything left to do in
a scene. Also, in the church, after completing one action the rotating gears still continued to appear when hovering over that
area.

* In a scene with a car, the popup text said something about a missing handle when what it meant was missing spark plugs.

* In one HOP, a required eyeball is hidden behind a welding mask. You can't see the eyeball, and the hot spot is tiny.

* If you skip a puzzle, you will still get the achievement.

None of these problems prevented me from finishing the game. They just added some frustration.

If you really enjoy hidden object puzzles, you'll probably enjoy them in this game. Buy it on sale.
. \u0422\u043e\u0442 \u0441\u043b\u0443\u0447\u0430\u0439, \u043a\u043e\u0433\u0434\u0430 \u0432\u044b
\u043f\u043b\u0430\u0442\u0438\u0442\u0435 \u0437\u0430 \u0442\u043e, \u0447\u0442\u043e\u0431\u044b
\u0432\u0430\u0441 \u043f\u043e\u0441\u043b\u0430\u043b\u0438 \u0432 \u0414-\u0436-\u043e-\u043f-\u043f-\u0443 ).
Worth about $0.99 currently -

Pros:

you can die and get a safety lecture

Cons:

no lighter, matches or electronic igniters
firework sparks, flares and explosions all look flat and amateur
objects falls through the floor (light a firework, throw it and don't watch it go off as it's no longer in this realm)
random proximity explosions (mortars set off everything near when they launch, that's not how fire works)
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This is not the firework game you are looking for.. The game is very sloppy and in it's current state is a sad excuse for a Video
Game. It consists of multiple spelling mistakes, including "Brining" instead of "Bringing." The worst part is The Westport
Independent might be considered finished. There are many bugs and exploits, and one can easily lose the game. The employees,
contrary to how the description claims, aren't very "reactional." This game was nothing as described or expected. It runs terribly,
and there is a very randomized and low-quality system for both Popularity and Suspision.

[IMAGES, POSSIBLE SPOILERS.]
http://steamcommunity.com/id/cookiesvscakes_YAE/screenshot/355024085886065516
http://steamcommunity.com/id/cookiesvscakes_YAE/screenshot/355024085886068289
http://steamcommunity.com/id/cookiesvscakes_YAE/screenshot/355024085886070401
[SPOILERS OVER]

Don't get the game, get it when it's properly completed, if ever.

~coolbloxxie, CEO of Ace Logging Co.™
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Adorable, charming and funny game with a lot of heart in it. Super easy to pick up and play with a friend and loads of fun for
less than the cost of lunch, I almost wish I had bought it at full price instead of on sale!

Pros: Easy to pick up and play alone or with a friend
Great sense of humor
Loads of charming little details all throughout the game.
Simple, easy to understand controls
Surprising amount of depth
SO MANY GOOD DOGS

Cons: Needs a larger soundtrack
Needs some more types of stages hazards
Needs more options for audio and video
Needs a proper tutorial

Please keep working on this game, Vagabond Dog, this is great stuff!. Great game xD. My three year old enjoys playing this
game.

I've also managed to get motion sickness for the first time from a video game.

*meep*. the magazine is a different colour in game, :( other than that it is well alright.. Amazing idea . So happy PSH can live
on through attom universe . Even happier that its avalable on pc. as i didnt want to buy a ps4 just for this game. It's one massive
let down though is that it constantly crashes . i mean 58 crashes in less that 30 mins game time? 0.0 and random server
disconects. such a shame.. A first-person adventure game, which has an absolutely incomprehensible story, but many riddles that
are still so much fun you just keep playing.. the head bobbing is to much good game but the head bobbing is making me sick
you dont need it.
some nip peck like the jump is to slidy and not able to pause the game and save it but it is a good game....ish. You guys want to
try some "The Endless Empty"? You're gonna get so blasted your minds will blow chunks into the Milky Way. And what better
way to celebrate a GREAT game than with a good old fashioned Milky Way chunk blow, hmmm?
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